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INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades, advocates and scholars have challenged strategies of policing, prosecution, and incarceration as response to gender violence. A paradigm shift in the making suggests new understandings:

*Reef C. Ivey Distinguished Professor of Law, University of North Carolina School of Law (add acknowledgements)

that the criminal legal system in fact tends to produce and perpetuate patterns of harm, including racism and poverty. An expanding critique of carceral approaches to social problems has led many to question the efficacy of traditional criminal system responses, in efforts to seek alternative collaborative means of address social problems.  

This essay considers gender violence as a consequence of systemic problems rooted in patriarchal structures, transacted through poverty and inequality, and embedded in a historically conditioned political economy. It is informed by the scholarship that propounds the need to develop community responses independent of the carceral system as a means to address the systemic source factors that contribute to Intimate Partner Violence (“IPV”), with attention to restorative and transformative justice approaches (RJ/TJ). This essay advances anti-violence scholarship to suggest the need to reconceptualize gender discrimination, poverty, and inequality as cause and consequence of social ills, and, moreover, to contribute to social theories about harm. That is, to understand the political economy as the structural environment from which the social pathology of inequality originates—a factor inextricably related to IPV—as a legacy of colonialism and slavery. In sum, these matters are best considered in historical context and addressed through tools and approaches offered by RJ/TJ.

It is useful to contextualize the origins of social ills as outcomes of historical relationships associated with colonialism. Colonial systems summoned into existence racial hierarchies and patriarchal forms through which they exerted power and have shaped the current political economic landscape, including the character of the harms endured by communities, families, and individuals. The consequences of wealth extraction, labor exploitation, and the attending ideological rationale contributed to the immiseration of vast numbers of people as a matter of racial and gender

---

2. See generally DANIELLE SERED, UNTIL WE RECKON: VIOLENCE, MASS INCARCERATION, AND A ROAD TO REPAIR (1st ed. 2019).


categories. Stratification economics debunks the notion that subordination is a consequence of individual or group failings or self-defeating behaviors and demonstrates the durability of the harms of the theft of wealth and resources in its many forms. William Darity explains that the “existence—indeed persistence—of income, but especially wealth [] inequalities” is “the central problem” that affects social disorders.

An examination of the workings of colonialism has added a new understanding of oppressive gender hierarchies and the violence that may follow gender inequality. For instance, patriarchy derived from colonial invocations of the absolute authority of a monarchy created deep gender divisions manifested in the subordination of women. Colonialism shaped ideologies of masculinities to “produce[] a cultural consensus in which political and socio-economic dominance symbolizes the dominance of men and masculinity over women and femininity.” Colonialism also has resulted in “the enforcement of gendered and racial differences from the most intimate of circumstances—within households and families—to the most public.” Expansion of colonialism in the United States extended patriarchal norms on many indigenous communities through the imposition of “male dominance in societal arrangements.” Settler colonialism often disenfranchised Native American women from previously established matriarchal systems and practices that were demonstrated to mitigate IPV.

The historical sources of inequality and the shaping of gender hierarchies traced to systems of colonialism suggest new ways for advocates to address the structural sources of these harms. RJ/TJ approaches are well-positioned to deploy historical analyses to address the systemic factors to which carceral responses ignore. RJ/TJ strategies can address the more immediate harms of IPV while seeking structural changes related to past harms.

7. Id. at 400.
12. Id. at 444-56.
Part I begins with an overview of the explanations of RJ/TJ approaches and identifies the challenges of defining and implementing these processes. Part II provides an overview of the concerns related to carceral approaches to IPV and further describes the political economic factors that contribute to gender violence. This further contextualizes the rationale for the turn to RJ/TJ. Part III argues that the inequality intrinsic to social problems—including IPV—is derived from economic structures, social relationships, and racial hierarchies with origins in historic wealth extraction and colonial exploitation—an explanation that promises a more robust understanding of the problems to be addressed. Part IV suggests that the relational and structural approaches associated with RJ/TJ are well-suited to address the need for personal healing and the systemic changes by which social ills might be mitigated.

PART I. DEFINING RJ/TJ AND IDENTIFYING THE CHALLENGES

A. Restorative Justice (“RJ”)

RJ is most often understood as “a response to ‘specific wrongful acts or existing states of injustice’” that invites those impacted by the harm to pursue non-punitive processes to obtain accountability and healing. RJ’s axioms are often characterized by posing three principal questions: (1) who has been harmed; (2) what are their needs; and (3) whose obligation is it to meet those needs? Voluntariness, that is, a willingness to engage in the process, Harmful acts are understood to occur “within a broader social and cultural context,” best mitigated through processes based upon community participation and collective. RJ promotes reparation and reintegration in contrast with carceral methods. Many advocates within the RJ movement have recognized the importance of addressing racial justice and

structural inequality as critical to mitigate the injustices of the carceral system.\textsuperscript{18}

The principles of RJ offer commanding challenges. These approaches have emerged from the recognition that the criminal legal system has proven to be an ineffective response to harm, including IPV, and indeed has often contributed to greater harm.\textsuperscript{19} Notwithstanding this recognition, RJ is often relegated to an “adjunct” to criminal prosecution.\textsuperscript{20} When integrated into the premise of carceral systems, RJ deviates from its intended purposes and results in precisely the shame-based and punitive responses that it was designed to avoid.\textsuperscript{21} That the recent reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act included an allocation of funds for restorative practices within the Department of Justice—“the very institution at the center of the carceral system in the United States”—has given rise to concerns that RJ will “devolve into some form that would accommodate the criminal legal system.”\textsuperscript{22} Furthermore, some RJ practices incorporate forms of professionalism that act to undermine community accountability practices.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, anti-domestic violence advocates who engage in RJ face challenges from carceral system actors. For example, domestic violence shelter personnel who engage in RJ as an alternative to relying on law enforcement have found themselves threatened with loss of program funding.\textsuperscript{24}

\textbf{B. Transformative Justice (“TJ”)}

Related but distinct from RJ, TJ offers a political framework to address violence, harm, and abuse.\textsuperscript{25} TJ relies on community-based solutions to
conditions that contribute to transgressive acts and to advance collective progress toward political, social, and economic equality through responses outside of the carceral system. TJ approaches align with abolitionist systems seeking to dismantle the structures of a neoliberal/capitalist state. Importantly, Angela Harris writes, transformative justice recognizes that “pervasive group inequality makes impossible a simple ‘restoration’ of harmony.” Harris notes, TJ practitioners promote “an ideal that resembles restorative justice infused by the anti-subordination concerns of critical race feminism.” TJ approaches consider the broader context that facilitates harm and seeks to change these conditions.

The challenges to applying TJ practices derive in part from the difficulties of sustaining the TJ entities that undertake these strategies. Because TJ networks have largely developed in marginalized communities with limited funding, they remain precarious in terms of capacity and continuity. Moreover, there are a number of cautionary tales that illustrate the State’s refusal to tolerate efforts to undertake radical and transformative change as policies that challenge the structural sources of the neoliberal economy.

*********

The substantive and/or procedural differences between RJ and TJ is an issue subject to debate. In a recent essay, Cameron Rasmussen and Sonya Shah suggest that RJ and TJ, while both “justice paradigms” are distinct and intersecting, but should not be conflated. They identify the strengths


29. Harris, supra note 28 at 213.
32. See Deborah M. Weissman, Who Needs the State? We Do (Maybe), forthcoming N.C. L. REV. 2022 (reviewing repressive tactics used against certain mutual aid networks).
33. See Smith, supra note 25 (defining restorative justice); Zehr, supra note 14 (questioning whether “restorative justice” should, instead, be referred to as “transformative justice”).
34. Rasmussen & Shah, supra note 18.
and weaknesses of these approaches, each of which creates opportunities to address harms in ways that build relationships at multiple levels and avoid the punitive response of the state:

RJ has offered us a philosophy of justice that prioritizes relationships, healing, and care, and TJ has helped us to understand that addressing interpersonal harm without addressing systemic harm will always be insufficient. RJ has offered clearer tools to address harm — the “how do you do it” from a practical perspective — that are used by many TJ practitioners, while TJ has helped to root justice practices in the organizing efforts against root causes of violence. From our respective RJ and TJ efforts, we strongly believe that the work of supporting right relationships between people and communities is only effective when done in connection with larger social movements struggling for a society in which these relationships and communities can flourish.  

PART II. FROM CARCERAL RESPONSES TO ADDRESSING THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF IPV

The turn to RJ/TJ by anti-violence advocates first requires understanding the need to consider the theoretical developments that have identified the contributing sources of IPV and the failure of the dominant criminal legal responses to the harm it causes. Over the past thirty years, a significant body of scholarship has demonstrated that criminal justice strategies have failed to respond effectively to the problem of IPV. As the issue of violence against women moved from private spheres to public concerns, demands for “solutions” were subsumed into the law-and-order agenda of the 1970s and 1980s, thereupon to evolve into a movement calling for hyper-incarceration and the expansion of the apparatus of the punitive state. Increasingly, however, survivors have identified many concerns with the

35. Rasmussen & Shah, supra note 18.
36. For articles and books that discuss the harm occasioned by criminal justice system responses to gender violence, see generally Alexander, supra note 1; Beth E. Ritchie, Arrested Justice: Black Women, Violence, and America’s Prison Nation 163 (2012); Gottschalk, supra note 1, at 78; Leigh Goodmark, Decriminalizing Domestic Violence: A Balanced Policy Approach to Intimate Partner Violence (2018); Mariame Kaba & Andrea J. Ritchie, No More Police (2022); Crenshaw, supra note 1, at 1257; Fedders, supra note 1, at 287; Aya Gruber, Equal Protection Under the Carceral State, 112 Nw. Univ. L. Rev. 1337, 1365–66 (2018); Vishnuvajjala, supra note 1, at 208-09; Weissman, supra note 1, at 401; Donna Coker & Ahjané D. Macquoid, Why Opposing Hyper-Incarceration Should Be Central to the Work of the Anti-Domestic Violence Movement, 5 U. Mia. Race & Soc. Just. L. Rev. 585, 591-92 (2015). This is by no means a complete list of articles and books on this issue; the literature on this topic is vast and cannot be captured in a footnote.
criminal legal system. In one survey, many respondents indicated that police bias against particular groups of people, or disregard for or uninterest in the issue of gender violence, created problems for their community. Another study revealed that approximately ninety percent of survivors of violent crimes would have preferred restorative justice practices in lieu of carceral responses as a way to deal with the offense.

The turn away from criminal punishment has been accompanied by increasing attention to the relevance of political economic character of domestic violence. The lack of sufficient economic stability render many more vulnerable to IPV than those with resources. Remedies that address the well-established economic consequences of domestic violence ignore neoliberal structures of a political economy that offer survivors meager economic support—or worse: that burdens survivors with the costs of their


42. Lisa D. Brusil, Poverty, Battered Women, and Work in U.S. Public Policy 69 (2011) (observing in the context of poverty and domestic violence, “as economists are the first to point out, violence affects income at least as much as income affects violence”).
remediation through strategies often designed more to benefit financial markets than victims.\(^43\)

IPV can no longer be explained in terms of patriarchy or as idiosyncratic, criminogenic behaviors independent of social structures. A political economy that produces racial animus and economic inequality, that accommodates insufficient employment opportunities and deficits in health care, that turns a blind eye to inadequate housing opportunities, environmental degradation, and devastated neighborhoods must be considered as a major contributing factor to conditions of increased violence and rising crime rates.\(^44\) In these circumstances, survivors identify the lack of access to basic needs as the principal barrier to safety.\(^45\) These are the factors that often provoke family crises and instability, including IPV.\(^46\)

As explained further below, IPV is experienced as individual and collective harm within political economic systems shaped by historical conditions.\(^47\) Yet the origin of these systems are often omitted from the discourse that considers the destructive consequences of the U.S. history of wealth extraction, colonialism, persistent racism and inequality. To the point of this essay: the political economic factors that often drive IPV and family dysfunction must be considered as conditions that are derived from “the

---


44. See Brian Phillips, *Global Production and Domestic Decay*, at xxii, 43, 45 (1998) (noting that the decline in manufacturing employment since the 1950s has produced unemployment, reduction in wages, and relocation of workers and their families, and an increase in crime); John Gaventa, *From the Mountains to the Maquiladoras: A Case Study of Capital Flight and Its Impact on Workers, in Communities in Econ. Crisis: Appalachia and the South* 85, 85-94 (John Gaventa et al. eds., 1989); John Russo & Sherry Lee Linkon, *Collateral Damage, in Beyond the Ruins* 201, 202, 210-11 (Jefferson Cowie & Joseph Heathcott eds., 2003) (studying the collapse of Youngstown, Ohio in the late 1970s through 1980s when it experienced what was called a homicide epidemic and became known as the “murder capital” in the 1990s following the closing of steel plants).


47. See infra Part III.
past [which] is not prologue but rather shapes how history lives in the present."  

PART III. THE TURN TO HISTORY

The proposition that IPV is a social problem in large measure shaped by historic conditions sets the stage for this Part. This part asserts that the inequality that pervades social problems is entrenched as inequities derived from wealth extraction and colonial exploitation. It is necessary to turn to history, as William Davies has observed, “to narrate and contextualise the conflicts of the present.” Proceeding from such a vantage point provides greater opportunities to address social harms.

A turn to history encourages an awareness of socio-economic inequality as a condition with antecedents in the exploitation of resources and the exploitation of labor to the benefit of expropriators. It directs attention to the enduring consequences of historical damage, including the impact of imperialism and colonialism, directly linked to “the exploitation and oppression experienced by Asian, Black and Indigenous peoples.” Similarly, consideration of the past also illuminates on the ways that Latinos’ lived experiences have been shaped and informed by U.S. colonialism. Attention to the experiences of colonized peoples, moreover, illustrates the divisions that weaken social justice initiatives. Natsu Saito writes that “colonialism inevitably creates and feeds off a dynamic of difference.” She further explains:

in the United States such difference has been constructed to facilitate the appropriation of lands and resources, to impose structures of law and governance, to exploit labor, and to enrich the

---

49. See Darby, supra note 6 at 400 (exploring how stratification economics developed in response to explanations for interracial/ethnic/gender inequality.
52. Hazel V. Darby, We Must Burn Them, 44 LONDON REV. OF BOOKS (May 26, 2022) (citing Anna Julia Cooper, A Voice From the South by a Black Woman of the South (1892)), https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v44/n10/hazel-v.-carby/we-must-burn-them [https://perma.cc/VP6U-7BUF]; see also Murray, supra note 11, at 444-45.
colonizers. The primary markers of identity used to oppress people in this society—including race, national origin or immigration status, gender or sexual identity, and economic class—are the product of both constitutive and ongoing colonial relations. 55

A hierarchy of “values” through which to sustain exploitation, along with centuries of expropriation of wealth and the enslavement of people, endure as all forms of socioeconomic inequality today, and at the same time creates obstacles to overcoming discrimination. 56 The institution of slavery and the attending ideology of racism through which social hierarchies have been sustained endure as discriminatory laws and policies to disadvantage Black people. Black workers previously excluded from many social safety net programs continue to suffer discriminatory practices that diminish the economic benefits otherwise offered to whites—all contributing to economic strain that may give rise to socially harmful behavior. 57 People of color, whether survivors or offenders, are victims of discriminatory criminal legal systems whose purpose originated with the need to maintain practices of systems of repression. 58

As with social harms generally, IPV also derives from similar historical processes. 59 The history of inequality institutionalized in colonialism and slavery established hierarchical categories in which marginalized minorities, including and especially poor women and women of color were denied access to opportunity. 60 Wealth extraction created conditions of inequality resulting in a significant diminished status for women. 61 Family stress and divorce rates are higher in localities with greater rates of inequality. 62 Similarly, acts of violence are attributed to the experience of humiliation—particularly for males—that accompanies unequal status. 63

Gender violence is steeped in the history of inequality, inequity, and injustice, and includes the enslavement, subjugation, and rape of women—

55. Id.
56. Davies, supra note 50 (“modern wealth is no longer independent of old wealth”),
59. BHAMBRA & HOLMWOOD, supra note 8, at 208.
62. Id. at 111.
63. Id. at 140-41.
systemic harms that have a long history of legal sanction and political “author-
ization.” Colonialism often implied a loss of status and formal rights for 
women. State violence against women was practiced as a facet integral 
to colonial expansion and instantiated gender inequalities as well as tra-
umatic experiences of entire communities in ways that have contributed to 
IPV. Chattel slavery and Jim Crow laws legalized all forms of abuse of 
Black women. Institutions of slavery subjected Black women to abusive 
policing including sexual violence—abuses that continue in present day.
Notably, one study found that “[t]he importance of colonialism in contrib-
ting to high rates of IPV is hugely under-acknowledged.”

The recurrent policy narratives to rescue women as a means to justify 
colonialism persists. These tropes are manifested in criminal legal stra-
egies including mandatory arrest, mandatory reporting, and “no drop” pros-
ecution policies as the preferred means of the state to address gender vio-
lence. Recent efforts to expand criminal legal strategies, for example, 
proposals to criminalize “coercive control,” is yet another example of the 
State’s interest in further solidifying carceral institutions at the expense of 
victim agency. Prosecutors used the issue of domestic violence and the 
need to keep women “safe” as justification to oppose reforms to the

tion.com/how-colonialism-is-a-major-cause-of-domestic-abuse-against-women-around-
the-world-179257 [https://perma.cc/K8M9-DD4A].
68. Teri A. McMurty-Chubb, #sayhername #blackwomenslivesmatter: State Violence in Policing the Black Female Body, 67 Mercer L. Rev. 651, 653 (2016); Deborah M. Weiss-
man, Gender Violence, the Carceral State, and the Politics of Solidarity, 55 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 801, 810 (2011).
69. Laura J. Brown, et al., High-Risk Contexts for Violence Against Women: Using Latent Class Analysis to Understand Structural and Contextual Drivers of Intimate Partner Vio-
lence at the National Level, 38 J. Interpersonal Violence 1007, 1024 (2022).
71. EVAN STARK, COERCIVE CONTROL: HOW MEN ENTRAP WOMEN IN PERSONAL LIFE 15 (2007) (defining coercive control as “a malevolent course of conduct that subordinates women” that includes physical and non-physical forms of violence and denial of resources).
criminal legal system. These policies are justified by the notion of the alleged diminished capacity of women who, as victims, cannot exercise proper agency. IPV survivors who act outside the role of the victim dependent on the state as savior are often given little consideration in determining their worth as a victim in need of support. Those who choose to forego legal remedies, often in order to avoid the violence that women experience in the legal system, may be unable to obtain victim compensation funds for failure to cooperate with carceral strategies. Indeed, survivors of gender violence have objected to the ways the harms they have suffered have been used to enhance criminal justice responses against their wishes.

Addressing the social harms that emanate in these circumstances relegates many to the “bottom” while perpetuating the wealth of the few based upon unearned wealth “either inherited or extracted from property as rent,” requiring consideration of a shift in focus and strategies to mitigate such harms. Indeed, some progressive movements have identified baneful historic practices, including slavery, empire, and settler colonialism, to understand and address present day ills. Some scholars too have led the way in the efforts to address gender violence from the vantage of the surviving harms of colonialism. Addressing the historic determinants of inequality...


74. See Donna Wills, Domestic Violence: The Case for Aggressive Prosecution, 7 UCLA WOMEN’S L.J. 173, 177 (1997) (stating that most domestic violence victims “have neither the will nor the courage to assist prosecutors in holding the abusers criminally responsible.”); Leigh Goodmark, Autonomy Feminism: An Anti-Essentialist Critique of Mandatory Interventions in Domestic Violence Cases, 37 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 1, 23 (2009).

75. See 34 U.S.C.A. § 20102 (requiring crime victims to cooperate with “reasonable requests of law enforcement authorities . . .”).


77. See Davies, supra note 50; see e.g., SAVAGE, supra note 60, at 5 (reviewing scholars who advocate switching to challenges to the superrich as opposed to a focus on those without economic means).

78. See Davies, supra note 50 (noting especially the turn to history by anti-racist groups); BHAMBRA AND HOLMWOOD, supra note 11, at 20 (noting the use of theories of colonialism by African American writers to understand circumstances of race and “articulate a new Black Power movement”).

and social harm offers an opportunity to create a “pathbreaking agenda that speaks to the broader ills of our time.” As the next part demonstrates, RJ/TJ approaches provide a means to implement this agenda by engaging historical wrongs that are reproduced as part of history’s “cycle of continuity.”

PART IV. RESTORATIVE AND TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE: MATTERS OF PRAXIS AND PROTRACTED EFFORTS

This Part addresses the ways in which restorative and transformative approaches—distinct from interacting—can assist anti-violence advocates to engage with “the weight of the past” as a means to mitigate social harms including IPV, experienced as personal and collective harm. RJ/TJ offers strategies to reorient an understanding of IPV as a phenomenon produced through a history of capitalist exploitation often manifested through racist practices. Mitigation must include practices that promote relational and structural transformation. RJ/TJ has the potential to do both. RJ and TJ strategies both provide opportunities to “use[ ] micro-level conflict as a critical framework through which to analyze [and achieve] macro-level transformations.”

RJ/TJ offer the possibility of repair deemed necessary to address IPV. William Darity’s and A. Kirsten Mullen’s commentary on reparations for Black Americans is instructive here. They observe that:


80. SAVAGE, supra note 60, at 2. See also WILKERSON AND PICKETT, supra note 61, at x, 31 (noting that inequality is "socially corrosive" and identifying the various ways that inequality produces a range of social ills).


82. See SAVAGE, supra note 6080 at 169, 201, 309 (warning against the fragmentation of related harms as consequence of historical harms).


84. Cohen, supra note 2727, at 197.

Redress potentially can take two forms, not necessarily mutually exclusive: restitution or atonement. Restitution is the restoration of survivors to their condition before the injustice occurred or to a condition they might have attained had the injustice not taken place. Atonement, as an alternative form of redress, occurs when perpetrators or beneficiaries meet conditions of forgiveness that are acceptable to the victims. 86

RJ/TJ tracks these forms of redress.

A. Restorative Justice: Relational and Temporal

The processes of addressing the harms of the past implicated in injustices of the present are painstaking and measured. Yet, the nature of the harm caused by IPV requires a coherent protocol that can respond in a timely manner. RJ, through its emphasis on extant needs, addresses individual trauma and other emotional concerns as well as the day-to-day needs of survivors and offenders. 87 RJ offers a more immediate form of intervention that may include ethical principles and values designed to enhance reparation, trust, reintegration, desistance, and may include forgiveness. 88 RJ focuses on how those persons with “a stake in the specific offense” work with others to move forward and heal. 89 Moreover, RJ generates opportunities to obtain the quotidian stories to illustrate the ways that the histories of past exploitation contribute to social harm. 90 The conversations obtained through RJ processes may foster the kind of dialogues that serves both to reverse the legacies of history and establish “the very possibility of communicating effectively across differences.” 91

B. Transformative Justice: Structural and Proactive

TJ intersects with RJ’s relational practices with the latter implemented in a comparatively shorter period of time. As a social movement, TJ is situated within a political framework over a protracted length of time to address the systemic and intergenerational conditions that contribute to

86. Id. at 34.
88. See Kirkwood, supra note 15, at 3 (stating that RJ does not necessarily require forgiveness but does aspire to promote dignity and respect for the person harmed and the person responsible for the harm, as well as mutual understanding); see also Coker, supra note 13, at 620 (identifying the varied components of a reparative plan that can be developed within RJ’s relational view of justice).
91. Id. at 2005.
IPV.\textsuperscript{92} In this context, TJ acts to recast the issue from an idiosyncratic and private dysfunction to the consequences of disproportionate accumulation of wealth and power as a legacy of colonialism and exploitation.\textsuperscript{93} TJ can serve as “radical politics [to] address the politics of abundance through ‘holding capital to account.’”\textsuperscript{94}

No less important, TJ approaches offer advocates the possibility to advance synergistically an anti-gender violence agenda with other social justice movements.\textsuperscript{95} TJ interventions offer community-building capacities to address IPV to support survivor healing and to accept community responsibility for complicity in the harm.\textsuperscript{96} Such a focus on community building strengthens demands to redistribute resources owed to disenfranchised communities to mitigate racial wealth gaps and poverty. TJ groups, for example, could support recommendations related to reparations such as the formation of trust funds for grants for homeownership, education, and entrepreneurial opportunities.\textsuperscript{97} Organizing around tax reform and strengthening the welfare state fall within the province of TJ undertakings.\textsuperscript{98} Similarly, TJ organizations can strengthen advocacy for gender equity in labor and wages, reproductive justice, and other issues to diminish gender equality.

*********

RJ/TJ approaches serve to acknowledge the need for harm doers to accept responsibility while advocating for a form of accountability that transcends the individual and includes a broader recognition of responsibility visited upon communities by legacies of the past.\textsuperscript{99} Ezra Rosser writes with regard to the impact of settler colonialism, “a just transition involves both correcting for past wrongs and creating the conditions for Diné (the word in the Navajo language for members of the tribe, which means ‘the people’).”\textsuperscript{100} Cameron Rasmussen and Sonya Shah explain the benefits of RJ and TJ approaches:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{92} Rasmussen & Shah, supra note 18; Mingus, supra note 25.
\item \textsuperscript{93} SAVAGE, supra note 60, at 318 (arguing for moving from an approach that focuses on a “personalized criticism of specific individuals (noting that at times it can certainly be this) to a wider critique of the structural arrangements that allow elite power to flourish.”).
\item \textsuperscript{94} Id. at 319. 60
\item \textsuperscript{95} Davies, supra note 50 (noting that social movements seek to address the “economic legacy of historical injustices”); Mingus, supra note 25; Weissman, supra note 67, at 881.
\item \textsuperscript{96} Rasmussen and Shah, supra note 18.
\item \textsuperscript{97} DARITY & MULLEN, supra note 85, at 265 (noting historic examples of restitution, including from the German government to Holocaust victims).
\item \textsuperscript{98} Piketty, supra note 51, at 13.
\item \textsuperscript{99} Davies, supra note 50.
\item \textsuperscript{100} Ezra Rosser, A Nation Within: Navajo Land and Economic Development, LPE PROJECT (Dec. 6, 2022), https://lpeproject.org/blog/a-nation-within-navajo-land-economic-development/ [https://perma.cc/D9F6-37FK].
\end{itemize}
A colleague recently shared how she understood RJ and TJ in her work: “RJ gave me the tools and TJ gave me the politics.” We would add that RJ has offered us a philosophy of justice that prioritizes relationships, healing, and care, and TJ has helped us to understand that addressing interpersonal harm without addressing systemic harm will always be insufficient. RJ has offered clearer tools to address harm — the “how do you do it” from a practical perspective — that are used by many TJ practitioners, while TJ has helped to root justice practices in the organizing efforts against root causes of violence. From our respective RJ and TJ efforts, we strongly believe that the work of supporting right relationships between people and communities is only effective when done in connection with larger social movements struggling for a society in which these relationships and communities can flourish.\textsuperscript{101}

RJ focuses on the need for an offender to accept responsibility for the harm caused and to undertake obligations to repair such harm to a victim and the community while TJ is well-positioned to broaden perspectives, and as Mimi Kim has observed, may support the “expansion of liberatory possibilities in the United States.”\textsuperscript{102}

CONCLUSION

This essay subscribes to the theoretical and practical work that seeks to address IPV as a function of a political economic environment with antecedents in the violence and subjugation attending colonial expansion. It argues that current conditions of socio-economic inequality that contribute to IPV are products of the “accumulating force of the weight of history.”\textsuperscript{103} Mike Savage has described the need to confront the “historical residues” that drive inequalities along with the obligation to rethink our intellectual framework and the praxis that follows.\textsuperscript{104}

Acknowledging the injustices derived from wealth theft and legacies of institutionalized racism provides a fuller explanation of the circumstances of survivors and offenders. It points to new strategies to mitigate harmful behaviors, enhance healing, and contribute to social justice movements as ways to compensate communities for historic exploitation. “What are the main lessons that can be drawn from this new economic and social history?” Thomas Piketty asks.\textsuperscript{105} “The most obvious is no doubt the following: inequality is first of all a social, historical, and political construction.”\textsuperscript{106} He continues, and notes that “we are all responsible for the way in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{101} Rasmussen & Shah, supra note 18.
\item \textsuperscript{102} Kim, supra note 79.
\item \textsuperscript{103} Savage, supra note 60, at 309.
\item \textsuperscript{104} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{105} Piketty, supra note 51, at 8.
\item \textsuperscript{106} Id.
\end{itemize}
which we choose or fail to take it into account in analyzing the world economic system, its injustices, and the need for change.\textsuperscript{107}

These obligations require attention to the restoration of well-being of victims and their communities similarly harmed by acts of violence. This process of restoration is not only “due” to survivors, but it may also help to strengthen the social fabric of community and thus enable efforts to enact transformative justice—including forms of reparations meant to mend and strengthen social groups most harmed by historical practices of exploitation. Nor are the arguments and recommendations in this essay fanciful. There are examples of reparation efforts that have been undertaken to address the consequences of colonialism and institutions of slavery. The discourse about the importance—and indeed the necessity—of reparations has persisted.\textsuperscript{108}

RJ/TJ approaches may lead to a more profound political economic transformation. They address the historical circumstances that contribute to IPV in ways that are temporally expedient while establishing the foundation for protracted efforts. The philosophies and practices associated with RJ/TJ provide opportunities for individual accountability, healing, and constructive (re)integration within communities.

\textsuperscript{107} Id. at 49.